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Price: 203,000€  Ref: WIN-739

Apartment

Alicante

3

2

110m² Build Size

110m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

On offer are new build apartments with 2/3/4 Bedrooms and 1/2 Bathrooms, the price

quoted is for a 3 Bedroom 2 Bathroom model on the ground floor. The block, which

offers 61 apartments distributed over 4 floors is located in the city of Alicante

approximately 3km from the centre and just under 4km from the Playa del Postiguet

beach. Alicante Airport is only 12km from the properties and all parts of the city including

the beach and the airport can be reached either by road or by tram. Local amenities are

easily accessible on foot, making these apartments ideal for full time city living or

holid...(Ask for More Details!)
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On offer are new build apartments with 2/3/4 Bedrooms and 1/2 Bathrooms, the price quoted is for a 3

Bedroom 2 Bathroom model on the ground floor. The block, which offers 61 apartments distributed over 4

floors is located in the city of Alicante approximately 3km from the centre and just under 4km from the Playa

del Postiguet beach. Alicante Airport is only 12km from the properties and all parts of the city including the

beach and the airport can be reached either by road or by tram. Local amenities are easily accessible on foot,

making these apartments ideal for full time city living or holidays.&#13;For more information or to arrange a

viewing, contact us today…&#13;&#13;&#13;&#13;&#13; Features &#13;Walking distance to

Amenities&#13;Close to the City Centre&#13;Close to the Beach&#13;Rooftop Pool&#13;Optional Parking

&#13;Many other Extras&#13;
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